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Passat B6 / 3C Devil Eyes Headlight Install 
(aka S5 / R8 LED DRL lights) 

 
 

 
 

Notes: 
I am mostly going over the VCDS (VAG-COM) settings that you need to change to make these work as 
Daytime Running Lights.  See addendums for bumper removal and VCDS settings if you are adding 
HIDs. 
 
The term parking lights, marker lights, clearance lights, conspicuity lights all mean the same thing; 
basically the lights on all 4 corners are lit up so other people can see you. 
 
These will not work on cars that have factory Bi-Xenon installed! 
 
------- 
If you are in EU, these may be simple plug and play and no VCDS changes may be necessary. 
 
------- 
If you have the regular NAR switch and do not make any VCDS changes, here's how the lights will work: 
off = low beam as DRL  ("S5 look" LEDs will not be active!) 
on = LEDs on, low beams on, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
on + fog = LEDs on, low beams on, front fog on, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
 
------- 
Thank you to big_dish, dubman6, to vw_guy_76, akaria930, FL PASSAT DRIVER, and mailforme. 
 
Thanks to chadcronin for the bumper removal and help with VCDS,  thanks to VWGT for the headlights 
(months before others in North America!) 
 
If you see anything that needs adjustment or whatever, please contact me through the vwvortex forum, 
handle is Angelico. 
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VCDS Settings: 
 
These are the settings you need to make with VCDS for what I feel is the best look and "safest" lighting 
option.  (usual note: Don’t simply copy the Long Coding, you can stuff up you car!) 
 
All changes are in 09-Central Electronics: 
 
Byte 0, Bit 3, checked - DRL Scandinavia 
Byte 0, Bit 4, unchecked - DRL North America 

 
 
 
Byte 11 - set to 100% for maximum intensity of LEDs (this would have been the orange bulb in the stock 
headlights) [if they aren’t lighting properly you can go above 100%.  112% has worked for a couple of 
members.] 
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Byte 20 - set to 0% so low beam or fog lights do not light as DRL. 

 
 
Byte 19, Bit 1, unchecked so Cold Diag for the Parking Lights is OFF. 

 
 
------- 
If you have the regular NAR switch, the result will be: 
off = LEDs on as DRL, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
on = LEDs on, low beams on, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
on + fog = LEDs on, low beams on, front fog on, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
 
 
If you have the Euro (non auto) switch, the result will be: 
off = LEDs on as DRL, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
parking = LEDs on as DRL, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
parking+ front fog = LEDs on as DRL, front fog on, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
on = LEDs on, low beams on, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
on + fog = LEDs on, low beams on, front fog on, tail lights on, license plate lights on 
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Now if you have the Euro switch, you can also disable the Scandinavian DRL so that when you are in the 
"off" position, nothing is on, and then just use the "parking" position to light up the marker lights and S5 
look LEDs. 
 
 
I believe if you have the "auto" position, you should have Scandinavian DRL enabled and then the 
headlights will come on as expected. 
 
 
Sorry, the license plate lights are always on with the Scandinavian DRL, there are no settings in VCDS to 
change this that I could find. 
 
 
 
 
 

Suggested Tool List 
 
Torx (T-20) 
Torx (T-25) 
ratchet 
10mm socket and 12” extension 
19mm socket 
Flat blade screw driver 
6mm Allen key 
Car jack and tools for taking off the wheels 
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Addendum 1: Bumper and light removal 
 
Special thanks to chadcronin, see the entire thread here: http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=2981611 

Front Bumper Removal isn’t too bad, not too good either, but it is time consuming. The diagram below is from the 
shop manual and shows what has to be removed. To get to the bolts shown in the out-take diagram and picture 
below you have to remove a least a portion of the fender liners. This can be done turning the front wheels but I 
elected to remove them completely. Prior to fully detaching the bumper be sure to disconnect all electrical 
connections.[there is only one connector for all of the lights and temp sensor on the bumper, it’s not absolutely 
nessaasry to disconnect]  Once the bumper is removed and set aside you will be able to access the lights and 
removal is obvious. Once the old lights are out look at the spacers through which the main attachment bolts pass 
(see photo below). These are adjustable for depth. I’m not sure if it is necessary, but I matched their adjustment on 
the new lights to that of the old prior to installing. Assembly is reverse. Alignment of the bumper will be easier if 
you have help, although I did not and it was still possible. 
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[Inside left wheel well looking toward front of car] 
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Extra tip: After taking off the bumper to get at the lights you can easily remove the top plastic piece by 
pressing up the 4 tabs with a small flat blade screwdriver.  This will let you bend the piece that blocks the 
inner big bolt that holds the light in place. 
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Addendum 2: Headlight Aiming tips: 
 
There are 2 white adjustment screws for aiming the low beam.  The very obvious one is for the height and 
the almost hidden one is for side to side.  The big metal nuts and Torx screws that hold the headlights on 
just need to be adjusted for best fit or appearance of the entire headlight assembly. 
 
 
[QUOTE=akaria930]do you see that hole right above and to the right of the headlight screw?  well that 
hole is perfectly above the left/right adjustment screw. so if you have a long 6mm Allen socket with an 
extender you can reach it just fine.  with the socket I had to reach back and place it in then reach down 
with the extension   
 
just thought I’d share  :) [/QUOTE] 
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Addendum 3: Additional Light settings 
 
 
Front turn signal as parking light: 
Byte 7 - set to 0% if you want the turn front signal -NOT- to light up as part of the parking lights (15% is 
good if you do want it to light up) 
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Aftermarket HID settings (not OEM Bi-Xenon): 
 
Byte 3, Bit 4, checked (not as picture shows) 

 
 
Byte 19, Bit 0, unchecked 

 
 
 
Byte 20 - set to 0% so low beam or fog lights do not light as DRL. (should already by done when you did 
the Devil Eye setup)  -pic on page 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


